AFD has been a leading producer of counterweights for over 20 years. Today, our production lines are driven almost totally by CAD/CAM technologies – from the drafting room through our gang torches on the plant floor – thus ensuring the best and most cost-efficient end product available.

**AFD ADVANTAGES:**

- Raw plate is stocked on-site for quicker processing response.
- Our large data base of CAD/CAM program drawings can accelerate your order turnaround.
- An elevator company part number is, most times, all that’s needed to move an order into immediate production.
- All weights are flattened and cleaned of slag, steel-banded on pallets, plastic wrapped and clearly marked for each job.
- Custom cutting is available. Ask for details.
- Tolerances held to ±1/16-inch.
- Co-ordinated shipping with AFD guide rails can reduce your transportation costs for these heavy components.

AFD counterweights can be staged at our warehouses and shipped to meet your schedule.